CURRENT ALERT
Plus Night: 27 February 2021
“Sirius and Canopus”

FRONT DESK VIDEOS
* Commercial Resupply Services
* IceBridge * Suzaku
* latest news from NASA

WORMHOLE
* Edmund Fitzgerald wooden Atlas model [NFS]
* Chronicle Books 100-piece jigsaw puzzle: Mars [NFS]
* Guillow Stunt Flyer (model #4505) [NFS]

ROCKET RANGE
* Current Rocket = Quest Viper
  [deadline: 27 Mar at 3:45pm during NanoDays]
  [bid, ages eighteen +] [launch, ages eight +]

DEMOS
* front desk, 7pm to 8:30pm: Hematite Magnets
* front desk, 8:30pm to 10pm: Radiometer
* back tables: Silly Squares / 3-D Mars Landing Sites
  3D-Printer Mars Globe / Earth, Moon, Mars Marbles
  Resonance Bowl / Euler’s Disk
MARS ROVER DRIVER GAME

developed by NASA and modified by HRPO

A team of kids must devise a plan to get the “rover” to different areas for rock sample collection with a limited number of moves.

SKYWATCHING TARGETS

*Waning Gibbous Moon, Sirius, Canopus, Pleiades, Orion Nebula

*two rocket bodies (7pm to 7:10pm)